Molecular template approach for evolution of conducting polymer nanostructures: tracing the role of morphology on conductivity and solid state ordering.
Here, we report a unique molecular template approach, for the first time, to study the evolution of the different types of nanomaterial morphologies such as nanofiber, nanorod, nanosphere, and nanotube in a single system without changing their chemical composition or polymerization route. A renewable resource surfactant was self-organized with aniline (95%) and pyrrole (5%) in water to produce white emulsion consisting of long-range cylindrical micellar aggregates. The dilution of the emulsion with water resulted in the transformation of cylindrical to vesicular aggregates without any phase separation. The size and shape of the cylindrical and vesicular template aggregates were confirmed by dynamic light scattering and electron microscopic analysis. The chemical oxidation of the cylindrical templates produced nanofibers and nanorods, whereas hollow spheres and nanotubes were produced by vesicular templates. The nanofibers were found as long as 4-5 microm length with 200 nm widths, whereas the nanorods were shorter in length (0.5-0.7 microm) with 80-120 nm diameter. The hollow spheres were obtained in 1 mum diameter with wall thickness of approximately 80 nm. The length of the nanotubes was found to vary from 1.2 to 1.8 microm. The average wall thickness and inner pore diameter of the nanotubes were found as approximately 30 nm and approximately 60 nm, respectively. The size and shape of the template aggregates match very well with that of the synthesized nanomaterials and provide direct evidence for the template-assisted evolution of the nanostructure morphology. NMR, FT-IR and UV-visible spectroscopies were utilized to confirm the structure and electronic properties of the nanomaterials. Wide angle X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy-electron diffraction analysis revealed that the nanotubes possessed three-dimensional lamellar-type solid states ordering with high percent crystallinity up to 60%. Variable temperature four-probe conductivity measurements of all samples showed typical I-V plots. The conductivity of the nanofibers was found one order higher than that of nanorod, hollow sphere, and nanotubes at all temperatures. The present investigation enabled us to establish the role of various types of nanomorphologies on properties of nanomaterials such as conductivity and solid state ordering without change in their chemical composition.